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N MAY 3, 2016 THE ALBERTA HOTEL & LODGING 
Association (AHLA) hosted a reception for Alberta’s 
NDP government caucus at the Matrix Hotel in Edmon-

ton. Using the theme Tourism Works, we informed govern-
ment MLAs about the current state of our industry and pro-
moted tourism as a way to diversify Alberta’s struggling econo-
my. We included other industry stakeholders to support these 
messages and show the collaboration that currently exists in 
Alberta’s tourism sector.

Unfortunately, a number of MLAs could not attend because 
of wildfires and the resulting evacuation of Fort McMurray. How-
ever, one member who could make it was MLA Thomas Dang 
(Edmonton-Southwest), who recently sponsored Bill 204, the 
Alberta Tourism Week Act.  We made sure to acknowledge 
Mr. Dang for his recognition and support of our industry.

The event saw the AHLA provide industry-related statistics 
that showcased the current state of affairs for hotel owners and 
the tourism industry as a whole. In particular, the Association 
noted the dramatic contrast in operating results in Alberta 
resorts (with a 2015 RevPAR gain of 12.8 per cent) versus 
operating results for properties in the rest of the province (with a 
2015 RevPAR decline of 15.6 per cent).

It was also a prime time to remind the government of our 
ongoing concerns, including the impacts of Alberta’s recession 
on the food service sector, the impacts of hiking the minimum 
wage by 2018 and phasing out the wage differential for liquor 
servers, and the dangerous precedent set by the Town of Fox 
Creek’s bylaw that raises business license fees for hotels from a 
flat rate of $75 per year up to four per cent of the business’s 
room revenue. Industry-wide, there has been a decrease in 
profitability and tax revenues as a result of the popularity of 
online travel agencies (OTAs), and in Alberta there is a growing 
gap between the tourism levy collected and the amount dedi-
cated to tourism marketing and product development. 

Still, we were encouraged to hear genuine support for 

 tourism from government members. It was also an opportunity 
to share with these new MLAs the history of the Tourism Levy 
and how levy dollars have been allocated in recent budgets. We 
are now faced with an opportunity for Alberta to gain market 
share in a global tourism industry that is clean, sustainable, and 
growing faster than global GDP.

The take-away message we hoped to deliver was that tour-
ism works for Alberta if government and industry work togeth-
er in a spirit of collaboration. Future policy decisions about 
minimum wage, tourism investment, and taxation will tell us if 
government is listening.  

President’s  MESSAGE

When Tourism Works
BY DAVE KAISER, AHLA PRESIDENT & CEO

O
Tourism works  

in Alberta if 

government and 

industry work 

together in a spirit  

of collaboration. 
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’M VERY GRATEFUL AND HUMBLED TO BE ABLE TO 
serve you as Chair of the Alberta Hotel & Lodging Associa-
tion (AHLA). We have a passionate Board of Directors who 

are outstanding hospitality people, dedicated to serving our 
members and strengthening Alberta’s tourism and hospitality 
industry. As I pick up the torch from Steven Watters, I’m keen-
ly focused on our mission and our members. 

We are in turbulent times, and there is no doubt that there 
are, and will continue to be, challenges on the road ahead. But 
experience has shown that when we come together and unite as 
an industry, there is influence in that collective energy. That is 
precisely the reason the Alberta Hotel Association was formed 
almost 97 years ago. Now at the AHLA we are stronger together, 
and have never had a more necessary role.

As the voice of Alberta’s accommodation industry, we must 
be at the table on issues of critical importance to our members. 
Our efforts to combat the threat of municipal business licence 
fees and additional taxation on hotels is one example of this. The 
AHLA is very concerned about the ripple effects if the Town of 
Fox Creek’s bylaw is allowed to stand – and our members have 
come together to respond. We see this in electrical energy and 
insurance, as well as our Check In Canada program. Our efforts 
are strong in ensuring the government understands that the 
funds generated through the Tourism Levy need to be directed 
to grow tourism, which benefits all Albertans.

We are committed to delivering programs and services that 
help our members operate successfully. These programs offer 
exceptional value to members while generating revenue that 
helps fund our membership, human resources, and govern-
ment relations activities.

Our industry continues to grapple with the human 
resource challenge. The AHLA’s Employer of Choice pro-
gram has helped by providing a way for hotels to objectively 
measure, assess and improve their HR practices. As well, 
the launch of the flagship hospitality program at Olds Col-
lege has tremendous potential to make a real difference to 
our industry. This initiative is one of the most exciting 

Chairman’s  REPORT

In With the New
BY PERRY BATKE, CHAIR OF THE BOARD

I

 ventures I have experienced since I joined the Board.
Again, I’m very proud to serve as your Chair. The opportuni-

ty to be part of such a dynamic organization, working on issues 
and opportunities of such vital importance, has been excep-
tionally rewarding. Going forward, our success depends on our 
agility in responding to future possibilities, challenging the sta-
tus quo, and engaging our members like never before.  

We are in very 

turbulent times,  

and there is no doubt 

that there are, and 

will continue to be, 

challenges on the 

road ahead. But 

experience has 

shown that when we 

come together and 

unite as an industry, 

there is influence in 

that collective 

energy.
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THE KIDS ARE ALL RIGHT

AT FIRST GLANCE, TORONTO’S TRENDY CHELSEA HOTEL, THE  
largest hotel in Canada, isn’t the type of place you might think 
families would stay. But step inside and you’ll find two pools, 
educational and artistic activities for children, an aptly named 
waterslide called the “Corkscrew,” a teen lounge, a popular 
day camp dubbed Camp Chelsea, and family programming 
during spring and summer. All these activities help the hotel 
walk that fine line between family leisure and screaming kids, 
says Tracy Ford, the hotel’s Director of Public Relations. Ford 
and Recreation Manager John Puopolo told us more about 
how hotels can be family-friendly without giving off that day-
care vibe.

WHY DID THE CHELSEA INTRODUCE THESE PARTICULAR FEATURES? 
March break and the summer months are really busy periods 
for us, and we see kids of all ages come through our doors. It’s 
because of this that we realized we needed to provide families 
with more than the traditional babysitting services most hotels 
offer and provide family-friendly activities. We wanted Camp 
Chelsea to appeal to the business traveller by giving them the 
option of bringing their children on their trip, and we wanted 
the March break and summer programming to help build great 
memories for leisure family travellers.

WHAT TYPE OF RESEARCH DID YOU DO TO IMPLEMENT THESE 
OFFERINGS?
We hired a recreation manager, who hired a recreation team. 
Some of the team has had experience with the City of Toronto, 
for instance, in organizing day camps or recreation programs, 
or they worked on a cruise ship and they ran the family pro-
gram or recreation program. They bring that to the hotel as 
experience, and they’re the ones that come up with the fresh 
new program ideas. 

Family-friendly amenities should stretch beyond the pool – the recreation team at 
Toronto’s Chelsea Hotel has some tips on keeping kids happy and tantrum-free

WHAT ARE OTHER CURRENT TRENDS IN FAMILY LEISURE?
One of the things that we may explore this year is a culinary 
camp. I think that the whole culinary world keeps growing, and I 
think it’s definitely evolving in hospitality and travel. Taste educa-
tion, even culinary travel, is really big. 

Also, since it’s more affordable than ever for families to travel, 
it’s important for hotels to recognize the value of these travellers. 
By providing guests with family-friendly experiences, hotels are 
giving families the incentive to come back, while building rela-
tionships with guests. A child’s experience is just as important as 
their parents’, and hotels need to keep this in mind.

WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR HOTEL OWNERS AND 
EMPLOYEES LOOKING TO OFFER A BALANCED FAMILY-FRIENDLY 
ATMOSPHERE? 
You need to look at ways to bring the families together. Hotel 
owners should also encourage their employees to break away 
from the traditional hotel “babysitting” services. Employees 
should strive to provide a welcoming atmosphere throughout 
the guests’ stay and remember that with kids, a little creativity 
goes a long way.

“We hired a 

recreation manager, 

who hired a 

recreation team. 

Some of the team 

has had experience 

with the City of 

Toronto, for instance, 

in organizing day 

camps or recreation 

programs.”

LOBBY
The

INDUSTRY TIPS & TRENDS

BY Julie-Anne Cleyn
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In May, Fort McMurray was engulfed in 
flames from a rapidly spreading wildfire.  
Below are some notes we received during 
and after this event:

I cannot imagine what many of your 
members are dealing with as a result of 
the fires in and around Fort McMurray. If 
there is anything we can do for you or your 
membership, please let us know. These 
are tough times, and our thoughts are with 
all of you.
- Susan Green, Chair of the Alberta Gaming 
and Liquor Commission

Note from a #yym evacuee at the Holiday 
Inn & Suites Red Deer South. Thank you 
#ABHotels helping where you can.
- @ABHotelAssoc 
On behalf of Chateau Nova Fort 
McMurray, 

 

I would like to report that all of our staff have 
evacuated and are accounted for. We were the 
last property evacuated last night, and I got out 
at 9:30 p.m. Traffic was a nightmare, and it was 
a long ride in but everyone is safe. They have 
been put up in our sister Edmonton properties, 
or are staying with friends and  relatives. We 
have a couple of parents separated from their 
children, but they know the children are in safe 
hands with their teachers. It must be devas-
tating for them, but they have brave faces. My 
understanding is they will be reconnected soon.
- Chris Parry, General Manager
Chateau Nova Fort McMurray

The  LOBBY

Holiday Inn
Thank you so much for allowing me to sleep 
last night for free. I was falling asleep on 
my motorcycle and contemplated to sleep 
on the side of the road. Now better rested I 
head to Calgary and reunite with my 9 year 
old daughter and my mom which we split 
up near Grassland. Thanks for the support 
to the Fort Mac evacuees. Forever will think 
great things of this hotel and your business.
Yours,
Room 217

Good afternoon Ft Mcmurray residents: 
Please help yourself to drinks and supplies 
as needed. Have a great day,
Nova Staff

(Transcript below) (Transcript below) 

socialmedia@ahla.ca 
@ABHotelAssoc
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An increase in property crime and payment fraud has hit hotels across 
the province, especially as the economic climate has shifted.

“We have definitely seen an uptick in credit card fraud as of late,” 
says Perry Batke, General Manager at the Best Western Plus Denham 
Inn & Suites . “I think with the current economy, we’ve started to see 
more of an organized effort around identity theft.”

“Security concerns are a huge issue that we’re likely to see more of,” 
adds Matthew Rowlette, Business Development Manager at the AHLA.  
Hotels can adopt some simple measures to ensure safety for staff and 
guests – while still providing hospitality and a safe space to call home:

Invest in security measures: Small changes like improved parking lot 
lighting, security patrols, video surveillance, or scheduling more night 
staff can increase safety for everyone on site. In smaller communities, 
hotels might want to work together to contract security patrols to check 
in on multiple properties through the wee hours.

Build relationships: A key relationship is the one between staff, law 
enforcement, and security guards. “Building relationships with your local 

BETTER SAFE THAN SORRY
An uptick in hospitality crime leaves hotel 
owners standing on guard

Top Five The Most Important Meal

 1. Join a food-buying group. This will likely make the 
most impact on reducing your food costs. 

 2. Serve muffins, pastries, and yogurt in bulk rather 
than in prepackaged form. This makes guests less 
likely to pocket items for snacks. And offer healthier 
items – people tend to take just enough yogurt for one 
person, as opposed to danishes and doughnuts for four.

 3. Use non-disposable china, flatware and glasses, and 
decrease your plate and bowl sizes by two inches. 
“Guests will often fill their plate, regardless of how 
large it is,” says Cumine. Reduce the size of take-out 
coffee cups, too. 

IT’S NO SECRET THAT HOTEL GUESTS POCKET FREE BREAKFAST ITEMS 
like muffins and fruit – but that’s just the tip of the iceberg. 
Robin Cumine, Vice-President of Operations at APX Hotels 
Group, has seen guests load coolers, travel bags, and Ther-
moses with food straight from the counter. Here, Cumine 
and Leanne Shaw, General Manager at Country Inn & Suites 
by Carlson Calgary-Airport, offer up tips on remaining gen-
erous – and on-budget – at the breakfast bar.

 4. Have a staff member on duty in the breakfast room. 

 5. Issue breakfast vouchers to ensure only your guests receive 
breakfast. Be aware that during very busy periods, guests stay-
ing at neighbouring properties that don’t offer breakfast may 
walk into your hotel and help themselves to yours. 

Five ways to keep your food costs under control  
when offering a free breakfast

police can help staff and guests feel more secure,” says Batke.
Communicate and stay up-to-date: Awareness helps to create a safe, 

well-prepared work environment. Keeping up with safety threats requires 
constant vigilance, and includes continuous evaluation of your property and 
procedures.

Educate staff: “We train our staff on the importance of interacting with 
guests,” says Batke. “A lot of times people who are up to no good don’t want 
to make eye contact. A simple ‘can I help you?’ can discourage them.”

BY Julie-Anne Cleyn

BY Lisa Catterall
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OVERALL, WAGES IN THE ACCOMMODATION 
AND HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY ARE WELL 
ABOVE ALBERTA’S MINIMUM WAGE. 

Average wages for five key entry-level positions were:

 Cooks: $15.66
 
 Front desk associates $15.07
 
 Housekeeping and room attendants $14.37
 
 Food and beverage servers: $11.15
 
 Food attendants and kitchen helpers: $13.26 

AVERAGE DAILY RATE: 

Alberta: $140.03      Alberta resorts: $232.32

THE FIVE BIGGEST ISSUES FOR AHLA MEMBERS ARE: 

 Economic conditions

 Improving revenue per available room (RevPAR)

 Online travel agent fees and commissions

 Labour costs

 Sales and marketing

         OCCUPANCY: 
 Rate  RevPAR*
ALBERTA (excluding resorts): 58.7% $82.24
 
CALGARY: 64.3% $101.27
 
EDMONTON 63% $85.44
 
LETHBRIDGE:  52.9% $59.37 
 
RED DEER: 49.3% $56.78 
 
OTHER ALBERTA COMMUNITIES: 51% $68.12 
 
ALBERA RESORTS: 62.3% $144.83 
 
* Revenue per available room. Source: PKF Consulting Inc., a CBRE  

company, with reproduction and use of information subject to PKF  

Disclaimer and Restrictions as detailed at www.pkfcanada.com

Notes from Home and Abroad

The  LOBBY

BY THE NUMBERS

A glance at how 2015 shaped up for AHLA and its members

OF MEMBERS HAVE 
LIQUOR LICENSES

OF MEMBERS HAVE VLTS, MAKING UP 29.1% OF 
ALBERTA’S VLT NETWORK
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AHLA COMPRISES:

892 Members

70861 Guest rooms

94.6% of Alberta’s total guest rooms

99.0% Member retention rate

DOWNTOWN DREAM
Construction has begun on the new Resi-
dence Inn by Marriott Downtown Calgary and 
SilverBirch Conference Centre in Calgary’s 
up-and-coming Beltline neighbourhood. 
Developed by SilverBirch Hotels & Resorts, 
construction will head into 2019, leading to 
390 long-stay suites and one of the largest 
Residence Inn’s in the world. Also under con-
struction is a 33-storey residence tower of just 
over 300 apartments. The ground floor will 
boast retail opportunities to service both the 
residents and hotel guests. 

Blue Skies Across Canada
The board of trustees at InnVest, a large Canadian hotel owner, is supporting a take-
over by Bluesky Hotels and Resorts. The $2.1 billion takeover would transfer own-
ership of Best Western, Comfort Inn, Delta, Holiday Inn, Radisson, and Travelodge 
properties to Bluesky. InnVest currently owns 109 hotels nationwide, as well as a 50 
per cent investment interest in the Choice Hotels franchising business. Bluesky is 
a private Canadian company with backing in Hong Kong, and is hoping to use the 
deal as part of a basis in pursuing increased expansion in North America.

Celebrating 
100 Years
The AHLA’s centennial is approach-
ing in 2019! If you or a relative have 
memorabilia or photos from Alberta 
hotels, the Alberta Hotel Association, 
or the AHLA that you would like to 
share, please contact us - we would 
love to see them! 
Please email nkolesar@ahla.ca 
or send to:
2707 Ellwood Drive SW
Edmonton, AB T6X 0P7

Hospitality Furniture at its Finest!

• Designed and made in Canada
• Family-owned and Operated

• 7-year Warranty

Contact us for a quote on your project.

250-217-4466   
fusionhospitalitysales@gmail.com

www.fusionwoodworks.ca

The Crimson

403.259.0044
info@janiking.ab.ca

Hospitality Services

Cleaning for Guest Retention
Partner with Jani-King’s hospitality cleaning 

experts today to develop a customized 
cleaning program to fit your needs.

Front of house cleaning services
leave your restaurant, lobby, front

entrance and common areas sparkling.

Back of house cleaning services target
hard to clean areas including kitchens,
loading docks and laundry services.

 

Deep cleaning services target carpets,
drapes and upholstered items and give

them a new lease on life.

PROPERTIES HAVE BEEN AWARDED 
AHLA HOUSEKEEPING AWARDS

OF GUEST ROOMS IN ALBERTA

OF PEOPLE IN  
THE INDUSTRY 
WORK FOR AN 
EMPLOYER OF 
CHOICE

THE YEAR THE AHLA STARTED  
REPRESENTING HOTELS, MOTELS  

AND LODGES
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LET’S HAVE  Lunch
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General Managers Andrew Shepherd and Kelly Anne 
Perri sit down to discuss challenges in hotel employment

Behind the Desk

BY MARTIN DOVER  /  PHOTOGRAPH BY DON MOLYNEAUX

HEN KELLY ANNE PERRI FIRST MOVED TO 
Alberta, she thought she’d spend three years work-

ing at mountain resorts—then head back to Toronto. 
“But I’m not going back now,” says Perri, the General 

Manager at Acclaim Hotel Calgary Airport. “I’ve got that Alberta bug.”
“Yeah, we have a joke about this in the mountains,” chimes in 

Andrew Shepherd, General Manager at Blackstone Mountain Lodge 
in Canmore. “We say many people just show up for the summer, 
they just don’t know what summer that is.” 

All the same, staffing remains such a challenge in Alberta’s hotels. 
Mountain communities like Canmore attract a more transient pop-
ulation, especially during tourist season. “People come, but they’re 
always on their way to somewhere else,” says Shepherd. “They’ll 
work for us for a couple months and then they’re off travelling. In 
Canmore, we have a problem with keeping them here.” 

Perri had worked for years in Lake Louise, and expected her tran-
sition to a city hotel to make the employment challenge a bit easier. 
“I thought I’d have this huge talent pool to pick from,” she says. “But 
it didn’t work out that way. When I arrived in Calgary, unemploy-
ment was at an all-time low.” 

Partly, Shepherd says, it’s 
because of tourism’s cyclical 
nature: in summer and winter, 
hotels are busy, but in the shoul-
der season it’s a quiet atmo-
sphere. “The good thing is we have two very solid seasons, but if you 
don’t treat those staff well you’re not going to have them for long.” 

Shepherd believes that one of the primary ways to solve the 
employment dilemma is pretty basic—be generous to your employ-
ees. “It’s always the staff first,” he says. “Guests will always be taken 
care of if staff is taken care of.”

Part of that treatment includes staff housing. Unlike in Banff and 
Jasper, providing accommodation isn’t mandated in Canmore, 
despite the town’s incredibly tight market. Shepherd thinks provid-
ing somewhere for staff to live is common sense: “In Canmore 
you’re looking at rent being $1,500 for a bachelor suite. For someone 
working on a line-level position, that’s absolutely unaffordable. So if 
you don’t have staff accommodation, it’s very difficult to staff any 
type of business,” he says. 

Taking care of staff also means fostering a creative and fun atmo-

“It’s always the staff first. Guests will always 
be taken care of, if staff is taken care of.”

sphere by organizing staff events (Blackstone Mountain Lodge has 
ice cream Sundays, family BBQs, and pasta nights, for example) and 
introducing financial incentives for bringing on a new hire that 
lasts through a probationary period. 

THE PROCESS BEHIND SEEKING OUT POTENTIAL EMPLOYEES 
has changed drastically during both Shepherd and Perri’s careers. 
Now, Perri and her team use tools like Kijiji, JobBank.gc.ca, and Face-
book to post openings and solicit applications. But, “It’s hard because 
you’re tied to a certain demographic when you’re using social 
media,” says Shepherd.  

That’s where programs like AHLA’s Tourism Works come in: “It’s a 
pretty tremendous program,” says Perri. TourismWorks.ca was devel-
oped by the Alberta Hotel & Lodging Association (AHLA) to help 
employers and job seekers find the right match for their employ-
ment needs. Both Shepherd and Perri credit the new hospitality pro-
gram at Olds College for its promise in addressing staffing challeng-
es across the province. “The education component really helps with 
retention,” says Shepherd. The key, says Perri, is making sure general 

managers are aware of the train-
ing resources and funding 
options available to them and 
their staff. “Communication is 
critical,” she says. “If we don’t 
pay attention to what informa-

tion is provided to us, then it’s really shame on us.”
All this helps to bridge a generational divide that hotel managers 

deal with as millennial employees start their careers and move up the 
ranks. “The generational gaps can certainly be a challenge,” says Perri. 
“I find their focus and priorities to be slightly different. But that’s the 
reality of not only our workforce, but also our customer base. It can 
therefore be an opportunity as service expectations are changing.” 

Shepherd agrees: “The thing is, millennials are actually our cus-
tomers now too. It’s easier for them to relate,” he says. “For instance, 
when a millennial comes to the desk and we have a mature front 
desk worker there that doesn’t understand why the internet isn’t 
working, it’s better to have a millennial that can handle it. As we grow 
in the industry, millenials are a good thing, and we have to figure out 
how to manage them because they are truly very different. As our 
guests change, so should our staff.”  
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FROM THE GROUND, IT’LL LOOK LIKE NOTHING 
more than a forest-lined section of Alberta 
highway. But in satellite images from space, 
the trees will form the shape of a turtle – a 
symbol of the Earth and its regeneration. From 
within, the EcoStay Motherland Forest works 
to lessen our environmental impact and pro-
vide a home for wildlife.

The Motherland Forest is a masterpiece for-
est rehabilitation project spearheaded through 
the EcoStay program, one of the AHLA’s 
program partners. EcoStay assists hotels 
in developing and adopting programs that 
encourage sustainability, tailored specifically 
for Albertan hoteliers.

forest promotional materials: signage, in-room tent 
cards, guest book materials, and footage to play 
on in-house video loops. “We also work to help 
employees talk to guests comfortably about the 
project,” says DeVries. “They are the front line and 
that’s a key marketing tool.”

Another key tool is just how cool the project 
is: the tree stand itself is built to resemble an 
illustration of a turtle from First Nations artist Bill 
Helin. It will be seen from above by planes – as 
well as satellite imagery from space. 

“The experience goes beyond a one-night 

Green Dreams

Learn More:

For more information on EcoStay and 
supporting the Motherland Forest, 
visit ecostay.ca/program/eco–projects

EcoStay’s partnership with AHLA  
makes the environment accessible

AHLA AND You

There are three main components to EcoStay’s partnership with the AHLA: 

1) Measuring the hotel’s electricity and natural gas usage, water consumption and waste, plus 
its environmental attributes and practices. This information can then be used to determine 
the hotel’s carbon footprint, answer questions on RFPs, and streamline applications to 
eco-certification programs like Green Key. 

2) Generating funds that can be used to help reduce the hotel’s environmental impact. This 
includes small steps like replacing lightbulbs with LED options, installing recycling bins in 
guest rooms and public areas, improving HVAC systems, installing Energy Star appliances like 
televisions and microwaves, and switching to Forest Stewardship Council-certified paper prod-
ucts. Some hotels have taken this to the next level, offering bicycles for guests to use rather 
than cars. 

3) Supporting environmental projects that make a real impact on the environment. That’s 
where the Motherland Forest fits in.

THE MOTHERLAND FOREST IS UNIQUE BECAUSE 
it’s completely supported by hospitality custom-
ers. The tree-planting project goes way beyond 
the basics – the trees will reduce carbon emis-
sions, provide a wildlife habitat, and foster an 
educational opportunity. The converted land 
restores about 55 hectares of land with native 
boreal species and sequesters about 120,000 
tonnes of carbon emissions – equivalent to 480 
billion kilometres of car travel. The forest will 
also have a motorist rest stop and short path that 
 visitors can walk. 

“It will have a significant environmental 
impact,” says Christina DeVries, President of the 
EcoStay program. “It’s one of the most important 
collaborative reforestation projects in the coun-
try.” It’s also one of the first to be awarded the 
Gold Standard for Certification of Environmental 
Projects, the highest standard available for carbon 
projects in the world. “The carbon offset market 
has had more technical types of projects that have 
been well-supported by our hotels, but the feed-
back is often that they are difficult for guests to 
understand,” says DeVries. 

The Motherland Forest will help change that. 
Guests at hotels that support the project will set 
foot in the forest online, where they can name 
trees after themselves (or their companies) and 
learn about climate change. EcoStay also provides 

stay,” says DeVries. “It becomes a long-term 
outlook for what the guest is doing for the planet 
when they stay at that hotel. It’s something new 
in Alberta and an opportunity for hoteliers to join 
forces and come together for a shared legacy.”
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HR Files  

“We Need to Talk…”
How to ease your way through tough 
conversations with your employees

ACKLING DIFFICULT SUBJECTS WITH EMPLOYEES IS 
never easy. But Andrea Schaetzle, Manager of Human 

Resources at the Rimrock Resort Hotel in Banff, says being able to 
initiate the conversation in a sensitive way is critical. “The will-
ingness to even have that tough conversation shows that you care 
enough about your team,” she says. “You put yourself through 
something uncomfortable in order to rectify a situation.” 

These conversations can be about anything from substandard 
performance, dress code violations or hygiene concerns, to 
more sensitive discussions about suspected drug abuse, mental 
health, or the death of a coworker. How do you take on those 
hard conversations? Schaetzle, Rob Sherman, Director of 
Human resources at Holloway Lodging Corporation and Gillian 
Thompson, Human Resources Manager at Mountain Park Lodg-
es, have offered us their best ways to do it:

Be prepared
“Be clear in what your objective is,” says Sherman. You may want 
to consider rehearsing what you will say beforehand, predicting 
what the individual might say and preparing a response to it, 
adds Thompson. But remember not to come off as scripted when 
delivering your talking points: “You need to be authentic and 
genuine,” Sherman says.  

Start the conversation with a direct and positive approach
As Sherman says, be authentic—and be upfront and respectful 
when you begin the conversation, says Schaetzle. For example, 
consider your tone of voice: it shouldn’t suggest that you are ques-
tioning or punishing the person. 

Set a positive tone for the conversation as well. If you come in 
with a negative approach, the individual is more likely to get 
defensive and argumentative. “If you view these conversations as 
difficult, chances are they will be,” says Sherman. “View these con-
versations as collaborative and problem-solving, not combative.”

Let the individual tell their side of the story
Don’t make the conversation one-sided, says Sherman. Listen to what 
the other person has to say before reaching a conclusion, “even when 
the evidence seems clear.” The employee will thus have a better 
chance of feeling understood and like an active part of the solution. 
Ask the person how you can help them to reach the agreed upon goal.

BY JULIE-ANNE CLEYN

T

Thompson says to make sure you show the staff you are listening. Keep 
a neutral tone, take notes, turn your phone on silent, and turn off your 
computer.  “It’s obvious that I’m giving them my undivided attention,” 
says Thompson.

Be compassionate
“If this is a tough conversation for you, it’s even worse for the other per-
son,” says Sherman. So acknowledge their feelings. Make them feel part of 
the solution by asking them how they think they can improve in the iden-
tified area. When you do this, the individual will be more likely to work 
with you towards a mutual objective.

Follow up
Follow up on every conversation, even if it’s just to say thank you. If the 
matter is serious, be sure you document the conversation for your records, 
and follow up with the individual in writing. 

And finally, “Conversations regarding performance or appropriate 
workplace behaviour should never be a surprise to the individual,” says 
Sherman. Provide your employees with a proper orientation session and 
job training, and clearly outline your workplace policies and procedures. 
You’ll reduce your likelihood of having to have these discussions at all.  
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NE QUALITY FOR WHICH  
Albertans are  especially 
renowned is their ability to ride 
out economic downturns. But 

while this resiliency is being put to the test in 
the hotel sector in 2016, some hoteliers are 
doing more than just hunkering down: they 
are defying some of the worst times the indus-
try has ever seen by expanding their portfolio.

“A lot of our clients are viewing the down-
turn as an opportunity,” says David Ferguson, 
Associate Director at CBRE Hotels Valuations 
& Advisory Services Group, Canada. “Even 
though many of the new accommodations 
currently in the construction stages were in 
development before the recession hit, they still 
speak to a terrific entrepreneurial spirit. 
Expanding at a time when revenue per avail-
able room (RevPAR) in the first two months of 
this year dropped 26 per cent takes guts, to say 
the least.”

Although you would be hard-pressed to feel 
positive about hospitality figures for the past 
two years, there’s good news from three 
regions: Banff, Jasper, and Canmore.

The province’s mountain regions are bus-
tling, to the tune of a 12.8 per cent RevPAR  
gain in 2015, according to data provided by the 
Alberta Hotel & Lodging Association (AHLA). 
“That’s a significant percentage, and it illus-

The 2016 Accommodation Outlook sees challenges – and 
opportunity – in the province’s hospitality sector

BY ROBIN BRUNET  /  ILLUSTRATED BY HEFF O’REILLY

The Alberta

O trates the strength of what I would call ‘pure 
tourism’ – meaning visitors are coming to 
these resorts with nothing but leisure activity 
in mind,” says AHLA President and CEO 
Dave Kaiser.

The attraction of luxury resorts during 
tough times is akin to the grocery industry 
reporting strong sales of premium foods 
whenever disposable incomes are scarce. “As 
is the case with food, people take comfort in 
holidays,” says Cindy Schoenauer, Director of 
Valuation and Advisory Services for CBRE 
Hotels. “Although consumer confidence has 
plummeted, people still need to escape, so 
instead of taking the family to Hawaii, they 
journey closer to home.”

Buoyed by this, Kaiser says one way to 
improve the economics behind Alberta’s 
accommodations sector is for cities and towns 
to bolster their tourism prospects: “They need 
to promote themselves more as destinations 
wherever possible,” he says.

THE ACCOMMODATIONS OUTLOOK  
for 2016, provided by CBRE, shows it will be a 
difficult year in most markets. It will also be 
the second consecutive year with Alberta’s 
GDP down and significant declines in 
RevPAR and adjusted net operating income 
(ANOI). RevPAR, excluding resorts, is project-

ed at $74 compared to $82 in 2015 and $97 in 
2014, while the occupancy rate is predicted to 
be 54 per cent, compared to 59 per cent in 2015 
and 68 per cent in 2014.

CBRE dovetails its projected accommoda-
tion figures with those of regional economic 
forecasts: for example, Edmonton’s GDP 
growth for 2016 is projected to decrease by 1.3 
per cent (occupancy projections for that city 
are at 60 per cent with a RevPAR of $80, which 
is a six per cent drop), while Calgary’s 2016 
GDP growth is forecast to fall 1.2 per cent 
(with an occupancy of 60 per cent and 
RevPAR of $92, which is a nine per cent drop).

Ferguson warns that Alberta’s well-per-
forming resorts should not cause hoteliers to 
assume that tourism is the only solution to 
their woes. “Unfortunately, leisure travel will 
never replace the revenues generated by busi-
ness travellers and work crews,” he says.   
“Furthermore, you have to consider that over 
80 per cent of overnight travellers within 
Alberta are Albertans and other Canadians – 
the all-important volumes from the U.S. and 
other countries don’t really pick up until 
events such as the Calgary Stampede.”

Still, Ferguson concedes that an increased 
focus on promoting Alberta as a tourism des-
tination seems to be the only feasible course 
of action for the foreseeable future, “and it’s a 
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lot more productive than measures many 
hoteliers are tempted to take whenever there’s 
a slump – the prime one being room rate dis-
counting. I would urge everyone in the busi-
ness that this is not the way to 
go,” he says. “It will merely 
pull down RevPAR even fur-
ther, and not attract the 
degree of extra business that 
one might think.”

Kaiser believes that, poor 
economy aside, the time is 
right to bolster tourism pro-
motion. “For example, in 
June, Hainan Airlines will be 
offering direct flights from Beijing to Cal-
gary three times a week, and this opens up 
the prospect of more guests staying through-
out the entire province,” he says. 

FINDING OPPORTUNITY IN ADVERSITY IS  
a time-honoured philosophy that’s driving 
some hoteliers to expand their Alberta port-
folio when others are hunkering down. Case 
in point: Pomeroy Lodging LP, which, with 18 
hotel properties across Alberta and British 
Columbia, is preparing to spend $26 million 
to transform its recently acquired Delta 
Lodge at Kananaskis into a four-star confer-
ence and destination resort.

Pomeroy President Ryan Pomeroy says the 
revamped hotel “will be a great hedge to our 
business. It will be most busy in Q2 and Q3 
when our other properties are slow, and traf-
fic there will slow when our other properties 
are gearing up for their busy seasons.” 

Another proactive hotelier is Sukhi Rai, 
President of RBI Group, whose RBI Construc-
tion division builds two to three hotels yearly 
in B.C. and Alberta. “Although Sukhi is based 
in B.C., he currently has seven construction 
projects on the go in this province,” says 
Schoenauer. Rai’s bullish approach is partly 
informed by his vision of owning 40-odd 
hotels in Western Canada, and this broader 
perspective enables him to take provincial 
downturns somewhat more in stride than an 
entrepreneur solely focused in one locale.

Kaiser cites Alberta’s Tourism Levy as one 
of the industry’s competitive advantages. 
“Tourism is bucking the headwinds facing 
other sectors, in part because the four per 
cent tourism levy that hotels collect is invest-
ed in tourism marketing and product devel-
opment that drive growth. We are concerned 

that in recent years, government has diverted 
funds from the levy, which ultimately 
impacts our ability to grow Alberta’s tourism 
economy.”

“One thing is certain: Albertans have the 
intestinal fortitude to do so.”

“It would be great if the money generated 
by the tourism levy was put into tourism 
promotion, which it was originally supposed 
to do, instead of topping up the  government’s 
generalrevenue.”  “As is the case with food, people 

take comfort in holidays. Although 
consumer confidence has plummeted, 
people still need to escape, so instead 
of taking the family to Hawaii, they 

journey closer to home.” • Infrastructure projects in Alberta are  
 nearing completion
• There is a lack of pipeline construction
• Drilling forecasts for 2016 have been  
 lowered
• Beds in work camps are available and can  
 be easily accessed
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   ALBERTA TOURISM INDICATORS
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International Airport Passenger Volumes (Annual Growth %) 2014 2015

National Park Independent Visits* (Annual Growth %) 2014 2015

YYC 6.6% 1.4%

Banff 5.4% 8.1%

YEG 5.0% -0.7%

Jasper 8.1% 5.3%

Waterton Lakes 1.3% 15.3%

For his part, Ferguson believes that if 
any type of Canadian can weather a down-
turn, it’s an Albertan. “My advice for 2016 
would be to continue controlling costs and 
staffing levels without compromising on 
service, and ride out the storm,” he says. 

OIL AND GAS FACTORS  
AFFECTING ALBERTA’S  
ACCOMMODATION OUTLOOK:



Government of Alberta

THE NEEDS 
ARE GREAT 
BUT YOU CAN
HELP MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE.
SUPPORT THOSE AFFECTED  
BY THE FIRES IN ALBERTA. 
PLEASE DONATE TO THE ALBERTA FIRES APPEAL.

redcross.ca 
1-800-418-1111

This page has been donated courtesy of The Alberta Hotel & Lodging Association.

000MNST-RedCross-FP.indd   1 2016-06-22   1:37 PM
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N LARGER HOTELS, SWIMMING POOLS ARE AN EXPECTED 
amenity – but maintaining a pool can be difficult and expen-
sive. Not only does the hotel pool need to be attractive and well-
kept for your guests, it also needs to meet provincial standards 

for safety and sanitation. Enter the standardized regulations for all 
public swimming pools in Alberta. “Standards are based on best prac-
tices in the industry, and have led to improved and more consistent 
water quality, and a reduced risk of illness and injury,” says Carolyn 
Ziegler, a spokesperson for Alberta Health Services (AHS). The provin-
cial health and safety regulations for pools were updated in 2014, and 
we’ve collected some must-know guidelines for keeping your pool 
up-to-date, along with some cost-saving tips to implement.

THE FIRST STEP IS REVIEWING ALBERTA’S SWIMMING POOL  
regulations, which are  available on the AHS website. In particular, seek 
out Alberta’s Public Swimming Pools Regulation and Pool  Standards 2014.  

In the last round of updates, sig-
nificant changes took place. The new 
regulations range from instructions 
on how many people are allowed to 
be in a single pool (this depends on 
its size) to how the water must be 
treated. The changes aim to reduce 
injury and health risk in public 
pools—something your hotel guests 
will be thankful for. For example, be sure to check the requirements on 
saunas and steam rooms, as the maximum operating temperatures 
have been lowered for safety. Response procedures for medical emer-
gencies have also been updated. If your hotel or lodging facility hap-
pens to have a spray park, the new regulations require hotels to use 100 
per cent filtered water  rather than partially filtered water. 

DURING THE CURRENT ECONOMIC DOWNTURN, HOTELS AND 
lodges are looking for ways to cut back on costs. While following pro-
vincial regulations is required to operate a pool in Alberta, cost-saving 
measures are entirely up to the owner. Randale Rolle, a pool expert 
from Can-Mac Pools and Installation in Edmonton, recommends 
investing in a pool cover.

Not only do pool covers keep the water clean (especially for out-
door pools), they also prevent water from evaporating as rapidly. 
Though it’s not always obvious to the naked eye, a significant amount 
of water is constantly evaporating, and the cost of refilling the pool 
adds up over time. Evaporation also causes tremendous heat loss, 
which is the number one cost associated with swimming pools. Pur-

chasing a pool cover could be your best investment this summer
Rolle recommends purchasing an automatic pool cover that con-

veniently opens and closes with an electric switch. “It cuts cost and 
chemical use, and keeps the heat in—people with pool covers often 
have a longer season,” she says. The automatic cover is also safer, as it 
protects wandering kids from falling in. “It has the safety feature 
that a lot of people go for,” says Rolle. For a hotel, an automatic pool 
cover also has the added benefit of keeping guests out of the pool 
during off-hours.

Rolle also explains that another basic cost-saving measure for pools 
is to keep the heat low when the facility is not in use. “It does save 
money,” she says. For outdoor pools, it makes sense to keep the tem-
perature down when the weather is bad. “If it’s going to be a cold week 
and no one is going to use the pool, you can turn it down.” Of course, 
how much to lower and raise the temperature will depend on when the 
pool will be used again, whether the pool is inside or outside, and if a 

pool cover is used. It would be best to 
consult with your pool service pro-
vider about exact temperatures for 
your pool. Remember that the ideal 
temperature for multi-purpose 
swimming should be close to 28 C.

With Environment Canada pre-
dicting some of the hottest weather 
on record in Alberta, pools are sure 

to be popular this summer. If you’re looking to give your pool an 
upgrade, do so in a cost-effective way by evaluating what kind of 
guests are using your hotel’s swimming pool, and which compo-
nents of the facility are most popular. For example, if the hot tub is 
drawing the majority of guests, it may not be the best time to do a 
massive renovation of the pool. Alternatively, if your hotel is fami-
ly-friendly, creating a more kid-friendly pool environment with the 
purchase of some toys or a slide may not be a smart move. 

If your hotel or lodge doesn’t have a pool, you may be thinking of 
getting one. Ziegler suggests contacting Alberta Heath and speaking 
with a public health inspector before anything else. “The inspector can 
explain Alberta Health’s regulatory requirements regarding plans, 
approvals, and permits, as well as the treatment and recirculation 
requirements,” she says. Doing it right the first time will mean saving 
money in the long run.   

In the end, after years-and-years go by,
savings on your chemical, heating,  

and electrical costs mean
[a pool cover] will pay for itself”

I

For more information on pool standards, visit  
health.alberta.ca or call 780-427-7164

Stay on top of regulations, policies, and 
best practices for swimming pools

BY WILLOW WHITE 
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Featured  EMPLOYEE

ERESA HEMMINGER’S DAYS  
are busy. As a housekeeper at the 
Village Creek Country Inn in 
Pigeon Lake, her work includes 

everything from making beds, to washing 

In a new phase of life, Teresa Hemminger finds comfort 
and community at the Village Creek Country Inn

BY LISA CATTERALL  /  PHOTOGRAPH BY DARRYL PROPP

T dishes, to cleaning showers. Known for her 
optimistic disposition, Hemminger laughs 
often, and at the heart of her work is the drive, 
strength, and relentless resolve of a woman 
who has overcome many challenges. 

Hemminger works hard to create the home-
away-from-home experience that guests are 
looking for. And though she has only been in 
the hotel industry for a little over two years, 
she has found happiness in her role at the inn.



“Really, coming in here each day, and get-
ting to be around the staff and guests – that’s 
my motivation for my job,” says Hem-
minger. “I love being around people and 
meeting them. Being able to have a positive 
impact on someone’s life really gives me a 
sense of pride in my work.”

After losing her husband three years ago, 
Hemminger was left feeling lost and look-
ing for a change in her life. She began look-
ing for a job, and came across an advertise-
ment in the local newspaper for a house-
keeping position at the Village Creek Coun-
try Inn. Having never worked in the hotel 
industry before, she was wary. But the posi-
tion sounded positive, and it was close to 
home. So she applied for the job, and began 
in the early summer of 2014. The instant 
connection she made with her coworkers 
and guests helped her get through the griev-
ing process, and allowed her to excel at 
something that she knew very well how to 
do – clean.

“It was such good therapy for me to come 
and work here. I mean, nobody here knew 
my husband, or knew me before I started 

working here, but they all listened to me, 
and they all helped me get through it in a 
way,” she says. Over the last two years, her 
dedication to work has earned acclaim from 
guests, and she’s come to love her job. 
Although housekeeping wasn’t her initial 
career choice, it has now become a major 
part of her life.

“There are many times when I’m asked 
what I do, and people don’t really look at it as 
a real job,” she says. “But actually, it’s so 
much more than just a job for me. It’s my job, 
yes, but it’s also my community, my work-
out, it’s what I enjoy doing.” She even wears 
her Fitbit to work, and finds that keeping 
rooms clean helps her to stay in shape.

 “I mean, I don’t like washing toilets. I 
don’t know that anyone does,” she laughs. 
“But the main reason for really loving my 
job is the people. When you pass someone in 
the hallway and they say, ‘Thank you, that 
room looks so nice,’ it really makes you feel 
good. Housekeeping is a hard job, and it’s 
not something to be looked down on.”

In her time at the Inn, there have been 
many memorable moments for Hemminger, 

MainStay

Leverage the power of data 
Starting at $79/month

A window of insight into 
one of your biggest costs
Introducing an innovative portal 
system that makes it easy to track, 
measure, and improve in areas of 
energy use, sustainability and social 
responsibility. 

Exclusively supported by hospitality, and one of the most important 
collaborative reforestation projects in the country, the EcoStay 
initiative will be highly visible park land of carbon sequestration, 
wildlife habitat, education and cultural heritage endowing Alberta 
with a truly unique eco-destination for generations to come.

Be a part of EcoStay’s masterpiece reforestation 
project; a shared legacy of nature and beauty, 
coming this summer to the province of Alberta.

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

EcoStay.ca    info@ecostay.ca    1.877.430.3007

• Improve your energy 
performance over time 

•  Save money

•  Reduce 
emissions

•  Communicate 
your progress through 
a streamlined system

Greenview Portal is an innovative system that makes 
it easy for you to track, measure, and improve in 
areas of sustainability and social responsibility for 
your property or your portfolio. You and your Green 
Team submit the data; we calculate the rest!

Portal connects you and your peers to the ecosystem 
of global sustainability innovation and best practice 
to help you improve performance over time, and 
communicate it through our streamlined system to 
save everyone time.

For companies, we developed the Portal to solve your 
growing need to aggregate data and communicate 
to stakeholders regarding Environmental, Social, and 
Governance reporting. We built in several tools; aligned 
to common frameworks such as GRI, CDP, GRESB, and 

real-time view of your portfolio.

Greenview Portal is a system backed by an 
industry’s leading sustainability consultancy, 
Greenview. We built the Portal with our 
decade of experience to solve our own data 
management needs, and embedded the 

over time.

Brought to you by EcoStay 
Certified, a Greenview 
authorized distributor.
ecostay.ca/greenview
greenview@livclean.ca 
1-877-430-3007

Leave a legacy.

Hotelier_EcoStayAd-PRINT_3C.pdf   2   2016-05-25   9:55 AM

most of which have involved guests taking 
the time to thank and acknowledge her. 

“Last summer I met a couple visiting 
from England and they said that we became 
like their home away from home.  They were 
pleased with everything they had seen here, 
and it felt so good to hear that from them,” 
she says. More recently, Hemminger was 
lauded by a group of guests who had come to 
the Inn for a scrapbooking retreat. The 
guests were so pleased with their room and 
the cleaning that they offered to buy coffees 
for the staff. 

At the inn she is part of a small team of 
housekeepers, and though they don’t always 
work together on shifts, they support each 
other through any challenges that arise. Her 
internal strength and continuous effort to 
provide friendly, personal service to guests 
make her a true inspiration. Whenever she 
faces an obstacle, she knows that she has the 
strength to persevere.  

 “Whenever there’s a challenge – and 
there are days that are tough—,” she says. “I 
just remind myself that I can get through it, 
and tomorrow will be another day.” 
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Today, the population rests at just under 70,000. 
Grande Prairie hasn’t always been this big. The community 

was established as a small trading post in the 1880s by the 
Hudson’s Bay Company, and grew into a thriving agricultural 
town in the early 19th century. But it was the discovery of the 
Elmworth Deep Basin Gas Field in the 1970s that spurred the 
community’s exponential growth. Grande Prairie’s more recent 
economic growth has been sustainable and long lasting – 
between 2011 and 2015, the community grew by 36 per cent.

The City of Grande Prairie draws tourists with 
its natural beauty and dinosaurs galore

URE, IT’S THE LAST STOP IN ALBERTA EN ROUTE 
the Alaska Highway. But Grande Prairie is much more 
than a pit stop – the area surrounding the city is rich in 

natural resources, making the community a hub for industries 
ranging from oil and gas to agriculture and forestry. Easy access 
to these natural resources has resulted in a stable economy for 
the city and a high quality of life for its residents. Unemployment 
rates have remained consistently low in recent years, recorded 
at 5.5 per cent in 2011 and lowering to 4.2 per cent in 2015. 

BY  WILLOW WHITE

Living the Grande Life

S

Eat, DRINK, SLEEP
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FUEL UP
LIKE ANY MID-SIZE CITY, YOU’RE SPOILED FOR CHOICE IN GRANDE 
Prairie. But avoid the fast-food chains – the local eateries offer delicious and 
surprisingly diverse options. HONG FAH THAI restaurant is a local favourite, 
serving up popular dishes like pad Thai, curry and stir fry, along with tradi-
tional dishes like tom yum soup and pad kee mao (more fondly known as 
“drunken noodles.”) PADRINO’S ITALIAN RISTORANTE offers a classic 

Italian menu and can accommodate a romantic dinner for two or a large family gathering.
Take an imaginary trip to Japan at SOTO – this Japanese fusion establishment offers sushi, 

bento boxes and Japan’s favourite icy treat, bubble tea. If Mexican food is more to your liking,  
EL NORTENO, a taqueria, often has lines out the door. The fish tacos go nicely with a cold cerveza. 

GET OUT
THE RECENTLY CONSTRUCTED, 40,000-SQUARE-FOOT PHILIP J.  
CURRIE DINOSAUR MUSEUM opened its doors to the public in 2015. Just 
a short drive from Grande Prairie, the museum is built near one of the world’s 
largest dinosaur bone beds, drawing tourists and scholars from around the 
world. If you love dinosaurs, the museum has a plethora of prehistoric skele-
tons on display. Exhibits change regularly so there is always something new to 

see. You can even test your own archeological skills with interactive exhibits.
If nature’s your cup of tea, check out MUSKOSEEPI PARK, nestled in the heart of the city, 

which offers 15 kilometres of trails to explore. SASKATOON ISLAND PROVINCIAL PARK is 
located just outside of the city and offers a beautiful outdoor experience year-round. In the winter 
you can ski and snowshoe, and in the summer you can camp, bike, canoe, and explore. 

CURLING is a community favourite in Grande Prairie. In fact, the 2016 Scotties Tournament of 
Hearts, the annual women’s curling championship, was held in the city in February. The games 
were won by Alberta’s own skip, Chelsea Carey.  

REST
After a long day, rest your head at some of 
AHLA’s member properties in Grande Prairie:

Best Western Grande Prairie Hotel & Suites, 
10745 117 Ave 
p: 780-402-2378

Podollan Inn & Spa,
10612 99 Ave 
p: 780-830-2000

Pomeroy Hotel & Conference Centre
11633 100 St 
p: 780-532-5221
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Speaking  PERSONALLY

Global Visionary
Peter Parmar’s international career has guided him 

through the many changes within hotel management

PHOTOGRAPH BY SHELBY DEEP
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T NEVER REALLY OCCURRED TO ME TO 
pursue a career in anything but the hos-
pitality industry. For me, hospitality 

began at home. In my childhood, my par-
ents welcomed a lot of guests into our home 
and were very gracious hosts. I wanted to 
continue that, so the hospitality industry 
was a natural fit for me. It was something 
that I believed I would excel at. 

We lived in New Delhi, India, and when I 
was 16 years old I went to every embassy in 

I

the city and looked for information on hotel 
management programs around the world. I 
sent about 200 letters to schools and associa-
tions around the world—my mom kept a 
count because she was stuffing the envelopes. 
I didn’t receive any replies back right away, so 
I started working at the Intercontinental 
Hotel as a front office management trainee. 
That was my first experience with hotels. 

Eventually, I received back three letters—
one from a school in Switzerland, one from 
a school in England and one from the presi-
dent of what is now the Alberta Hotel & 
Lodging Association (AHLA) but was then 
the Alberta Hotel Association. I ended up 
studying hotel management in Ports-
mouth, England, and moved to Canada 
in 1976. This year, when I was given the 
Award of Distinction at the AHLA con-
ference in Lake Louise, it dawned on me 
that now, in 2016, I was receiving an 
Award of Distinction from one of the 
only organizations in North America 
that had responded to my letter in the 
early 1970s. 

Since I started on my journey in the 
hotel industry, the role of a hotel general 
manager has changed drastically. It used to 
be that you were the public face of the hotel, 
but now the position of general manager 
requires a multi-faceted skill set. The gener-
al manager has to be a psychologist, finan-
cial manager and an asset manager, as well. 
I’ve come to learn that it’s actually quite a 
simple formula— if you look after your asso-
ciates, they will look after your customers 
and the customers, by spending money, will 
in turn look after the shareholders and own-
ers. Delivering service beyond the routine 
and expected is something that I learned 
early in my career and believe in. I have no 
tolerance for internal politics—if people 
have to constantly watch their back, they are 
looking over their shoulder and not moving 
the company forward.

 I learned a long time ago from my Dad 
that it is important to look after the people 
who help make your organization a success. 
My father, who was a colonel in the army, 
would go to the soldier’s mess and eat with 
them to make sure that their food was of the 
same level and quality as the officers were 
getting. The first two times it wasn’t, but that 
soon changed. 

Now, as the Vice President of Operations 
at Nova Hotels, I try to emulate the quali-
ties I admired most in the general manag-
ers and owners I worked for in the past. I 
value my experience working for Eskandar 
Ghermezian, the owner of Triple Five 
 Corporation, and of Fantasyland Hotel and 
West Edmonton Mall. He was a tough 
owner who demanded the very best at all 
times, but was fair and understanding. He 
would allow you to make mistakes but 
would ask what you learned from the mis-
take. He taught me to think outside the box, 
and considered anything below 90 per cent 
occupancy as unacceptable. 

Working for the Mrdjenovich family, in 
particular Aleksa and Milica, for the past 
seven years, I have had the opportunity to 
assist in the growth of their hotel portfolio 
with new builds and expansions and lay the 
foundations for their continued growth.

A memorable experience that sticks out 
in my mind is when I was general manager 
at the Fantasyland Hotel in West Edmonton 
Mall. A crew from the Discovery Channel 
was in doing a story on the mall. I asked to 
arrange a dinner with them because I want-
ed the hotel to be featured in the mall set-
ting as I viewed the mall to be the lobby of 
the hotel. For dessert we had a table-side 
flambé. Three young girls from a nearby 
table came up to watch the server prepare 
the dessert. They were so intrigued, that I 
decided to send the server to their table to 
create one just for them. 

After finishing their dessert, they came 
back to our table to say thank you, and 
shared with the producers how they had 
collected pop bottles for a whole year to 
earn enough money to stay at the hotel. 
Dinner ended right there—out came the 
cameras, and they got to be on the show. 
That, to me, was the greatest feeling. 

“Delivering service beyond 
the routine and expected is 
something that I learned 
early in my career and 
believe in.”
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Parting  SHOT

Do you have a fantastic photo you’d like published 
in the next issue of Mainstay?  
Submit it to nkolesar@ahla.ca or mail it to: 
2707 Ellwood Drive SW 
Edmonton AB 
T6X 0P7

It’s 11,228 sq km of completely dark sky, unfolding all around you each and every 
night. The air above Jasper makes up the second-largest dark sky preserve in 
the world—meaning you can glimpse stunning celestial vistas throughout the 
entire park (though the southern edge is the darkest of the entire area.) And each 
October, the park hosts scientists, researchers and (more often than not) astronaut 
Chris Hadfield for the annual Jasper Dark Sky Festival. For more information on 
this year’s itinerary, visit: jasperdarksky.travel/

WHERE YOU CAN SEE SEE MORE STARS  
THAN OSCAR NIGHTLook Way Up



www.hipinsurance.ca

Commercial Insurance

Thom Proch
1-800-665-8990 ext. 7313
thom.proch@westernfgis.ca

Employee Benefits

Nolan Friesen
1-800-665-8990 ext. 7215
nolan.friesen@westernfgis.ca

Your insurance program 
designed for your industry

Find out how you can benefit from the 
Hospitality Insurance Program

Industry Best Coverage

Reduced Costs

Rate Stability of pooling your coverage with 
more than 1000 participating hotels

000MNST-HIP-FP.indd   1 2016-06-14   9:12 AM



(403) 273-4040 • (800) 661-1530
www.albertalaundry.com

An estimated 60-70% of washers are underloaded, 
wasting water, chemicals, and energy. That’s why 
Electrolux developed AWS, a UNIQUE feature that 
automatically matches water consumption to load 
size. Combine that with Smart Dosing which adjusts 
laundry chemicals to water ratio, and you will see 
immediate savings and superior wash results –  
every time, automatically. 

Your Authorized Electrolux Professional Laundry Distributor

Special financing available. Call today to learn more.

Electrolux Smart Washers and Dryers
for Automatic Water, Energy and Time Savings

 Experience the Electrolux difference. 
Lease Options available.

000MNST-AlbertaLaundry-FP.indd   1 2015-11-30   12:35 PM
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